
PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS 

  

HOST COUNTRY COORDINATORS: 

Ms Kong Pei Wee 

Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) 

E-mail: kong_pei_wee@imda.gov.sg 

Mr Hao Qin  

National University of Singapore (NUS)  

Email : hao.qin@nus.edu.sg 

MEETING VENUE:   

SG Innovate (SGI) 

  32 Carpenter Street Singapore 059911 

Map of meeting venue:  

 
  

GETTING TO THE MEETING VENUE:  

By taxi: 

SGI is located at 32 Carpenter Street Singapore 059911 

By train and bus services: 

The nearest bus station (Bus Service Information) to SGI is Opp Clarke Quay Stn or Boat Quay.  

The nearest MRT train station is Raffles Place Station (EW14 / NS26) on the EW or NS line.  

BEFORE YOU ARRIVE IN SINGAPORE:  

Passport and VISA: 

All foreign visitors entering Singapore must have a valid passport. 

Visitors from countries whose citizens require a visa should, at the earliest time and well in advance of 

travel, apply for a visa at a Singapore Embassy or consulate. 

Please visit the following website to check if you require a visa for entry into Singapore: 

https://www.ica.gov.sg/enter-transit-depart/entering-singapore/visa_requirements. 
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For participants who require supporting documents for the visa application, please send a request to 

quantum@itu.int. 

COVID-19 travel advisory for arrival, transiting and departure:  

According to the ICA | Entering Singapore, there are no longer any COVID-19 measures for travellers 

arriving in Singapore from 13 Feb 2023, regardless of vaccination status or traveller profile. 

Accommodation:  

There are many hotels in Singapore and the meeting venue is situated in a relatively accessible location 

from all parts of the island. We recommend accommodations near the city centre for ease of 

transportation throughout your stay, in particular on the MRT EW or NS line (Green or Red line) that is 

near the Raffles Place Station (EW14/NS26). 

For more information on the hotels in Singapore, please visit: https://www.visitsingapore.com/singapore-

hotels/.  

USEFUL TIPS AND INFORMATION WHEN IN SINGAPORE:  

Changi airport:  

Singapore’s Changi Airport is one of the busiest and best connected in the world, handling over 100 

airlines flying to some 400 cities. The airport is also home to Singapore Airlines, the flag carrier of 

Singapore. Together with Scoot, both airlines fly to more than 135 destinations globally.  

For more information on the Changi Airport, please visit: https://www.changiairport.com/.  

Public transportation:  

Singapore’s public transport system is fast, efficient and convenient. Modes of transport include the Mass 

Rapid Transit (MRT), Buses and Taxi. For more information, please visit: 

https://www.visitsingapore.com/travel-guide-tips/getting-around/.  

Time zone:  

Singapore is GMT/UTC+8.  

Weather:  

Singapore is hot and humid all year-round, with temperatures usually reaching over 30°C. You should be 

prepared for rain at any time, which can be torrential but usually brief.  

Currency:  

The Singapore dollar come in denominations of S$2, S$5, S$10, S$50, S$100, S$1,000 and S$10,000. 

Coins come in 5, 10, 20 and 50 cents and S$1.  

Power plugs:  

The standard electrical current used in Singapore is 220-240 volts AC (50 cycles) and you can use 

power plugs with three square prongs (Plug Type G).  

 

Additional information:  

For more information about what you can do in Singapore, please visit:  
https://www.visitsingapore.com/travel-guide-tips/.  
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